Treasure Hunt

When Mona’s visit ends with her Sitti, she’s gifted almonds from her cousins and a small purse stitched with a lemon tree from her Sitti. These gifts are something that Mona can take with her to remember her wonderful visit with Sitti. What items would you take with you if you were to leave your home? Who or what would you want to remember when you went to a new place?

Find items that are from around your home that could be taken on a trip! Find a small bag, take this list and let’s go exploring!

SOMETHING COLORFUL [ ]
SOMETHING FOR A HOLIDAY [ ]
SOMETHING GREEN [ ]
SOMETHING ORANGE [ ]
SOMETHING RED [ ]
SOMETHING ROUGH [ ]
SOMETHING ROUND [ ]
SOMETHING SHINY [ ]
SOMETHING SMALLER THAN A PAPER CLIP [ ]
SOMETHING SOFT [ ]
SOMETHING TASTY [ ]
SOMETHING THAT MAKES YOU HAPPY [ ]
SOMETHING TO READ [ ]
SOMETHING YELLOW [ ]